
SYNOPTIC TABLE OF THE SYMBOL LETTERS OF THE IONIAN ALPHABET

Letters marked with an asterisk * are double letters (with two diametrically opposed meanings Cf. 
Volume 1 Chapter 1)

CLASSICAL ALPHABET IONIAN


 

 alpha - the ordinary human vital/mental plane
- half realization 
 

  beta - just incarnation process, densification
- joy of the right act, perfect attention to the present moment
(the new)

  gamma - impulse, beginning, setting in motion

*  delta A / union, unity, reunification, link
B/ division, fear, separation

  epsilon   - which characterizes the present mental humanity

  zeta - direct connection spirit / matter, undistorted and non-
permanent

  eta   - which characterizes the future Man. (Balance of horizontal 
and vertical energies) 

  theta
  

- the inner being, the inner Reality, the growing psychic being
- what is inside, in the center
 

  iota - existence / consciousness, truth consciousness, 
- (incarnation in the) planes of consciousness 

*  kappa A/ opening, widening or projection of consciousness (creation
process)
B/ differentiation, distinction, separation 

*  lambda   A/ individuation, freedom
- separation, division (multiplicity, diversity, dispersion)
- vision or higher consciousness
B/ absorption, engulfment
 

  mu   - obedience, receptivity, virginity, surrender, consecration, 
purity
- balance of the force-consciousness / energy of execution 
poles on each plane (masculine / feminine, reason / intuition, 
etc.)
- (letter perhaps related to the concepts of reincarnation, 
causality, karmic law)

  nu
  

- (horizontal) evolution according to nature, or according to the
process of ascension / integration



  xi - identity
-  progressive  descent  of  the  Spirit  through  the  planes  of
consciousness
- partial perception of limited truths, image, reflection

  omicron - totality
- human being in his totality (physical, vital and mind)
- the microcosm

*  pi A/ rest, stop, immobility and may be inertia,
 link, balance, stability, rigidity, fixity and may be dependency
B/ mastery (domination)

*  rhô   A/ right or exact movement, or according to the plan of the 
Absolute 
B/ reversal, return of movement to the point of origin, return to
soul-searching

   sigma    -  partial  (or  distorted)  mental  consciousness  (or  energy)  /
human consciousness.
 - one of the alternations of the mind, and therefore "reversal of
consciousness"
 

*  tau A/ aspiration towards the plane of the spirit, inspiration,
existence  on  the  higher  plane  of  the  mind,  (knowledge),
mastery, power.
B/ flight into the mind, error

  upsilon   - state of openness, of receptivity at the level of consciousness 
(concentration, convergence)

  phi   - penetration of consciousness in the lower planes
- radiance

*  khi A/ - center, origin, concentration, gathering
B / - cancellation, void, nothingness

  psi   - action of the higher consciousness in a state of receptivity, 
openness (οψ which gives vision and voice)
- fertilization
- illumination, inspiration, revelation

  omega - opening of consciousness to (or in) the material plane
- transformation or transmutation
- more generally, opening of the being in the incarnation


